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strategy. It is outpromising the govern-
ment on green investment. 

On Brexit, there are promises to ease 
market frictions, seek mutual recogni-
tion of professional qualifications, more 
access for financial services and for the 
creative arts. These are all good aims, 
though it is less clear what Labour 
would trade to get sectoral deals that 
were denied to Johnson. 

But what is missing is the overarching 
change narrative that Johnson offered — 
a story that excites voters and puts 
Labour in control of the agenda. The 
danger is that Labour is building a strat-
egy around policies, rather than policies 
from the strategy. What is it offering on 
the NHS, given that even more funding 
is out. What is the compelling story on 
schools or crime? What is Labour saying 
on the technological and AI challenge or 
doing to deliver better health outcomes 
or education? This means working with 
the private sector. In Streeting at health 
and Bridget Phillipson at education, 
Starmer has people ready to drive policy 
forward, but allies say they are unsure 
where he wants them to go. 

delivered by its opponents. It also leaves 
the Tories in control of the electoral nar-
rative. Wednesday’s levelling up white 
paper may be shorn of extra funds but it 
shows both intent and that the debate is 
being set by the government. It offers 
voters an optimistic vision, and via its 
2030 targets, an invitation to keep faith 
with the journey.

Labour is beginning to shape an 
agenda. Reeves is rebuilding the reputa-
tion for financial competence and a case 
for fairer taxation, notably through tax-
ing all forms of income equally. Business 
rates reform is proposed, so the burden 
is shared more equally by online busi-
nesses. On workers rights, Labour is 
committed to tackling fire and rehire 
practices and the worst abuses of gig 
economy jobs and to a broader skills 

I f Conservative MPs should be feel-
ing queasy about standing by Boris 
Johnson over his egregious lock-
down breaches, Labour MPs would 
do well to reflect on what his sur-

vival says about them. For the prime 
minister’s resilience tells us three things 
about Tory thinking. It says the party is 
unsure who should replace him and 
feels no urgency about acting. But above 
all it shows they do not yet fear Labour. 

This may seem counterintuitive. 
Labour has had a run of strong poll leads 
and its leader, Sir Keir Starmer, has been 
a model of dignified prosecutorial rage 
in the face of Johnson’s evasions. 

And yet Tories are sustained in their 
inaction by the belief that Labour does 
not yet look like an alternative govern-
ment. They believe its poll leads are soft, 
political preferences expressed in a vac-
uum. The revolt against Johnson may 
yet come. But if Tories were convinced 
of Labour’s potency they would not wait 
long to see if the situation could be 
recovered — whatever the uncertainties 
over the succession.

There are grounds for this sangfroid. 
Labour needs a huge swing to win and 
only twice in the past 50 years has a 
party secured an outright victory from 

opposition. It is also desperately short of 
funds and laying off staff. 

More important is one simple point. 
Elections are won by parties with a com-
pelling and optimistic, forward-looking 
story about themselves and how they 
will change the country. The Tories still 
have one; Labour does not. Starmer tells 
colleagues that they must assume the 
election is next year. Yet even close allies 
say there are a lot of blanks to fill in: “I 
cannot see our driving force,” says one. 

Starmer has made big strides, distanc-
ing Labour from the toxic legacy of Jer-
emy Corbyn. New frontbenchers like 
Rachel Reeves, shadow chancellor and 
Wes Streeting, shadow health secretary, 
are winning admirers. But looking like a 
credible opposition is not enough. 
Labour’s three decisive election victories, 
under Clement Attlee, Harold Wilson 
and Tony Blair, were founded on a win-
ning vision of how an active government 
would rise to the challenges of the future.

At the moment, Labour’s offer 
appears to be that it will be a better Boris 
Johnson. As defeated parties must, it 
has accepted parts of the Johnson settle-
ment and been clear that Brexit will not 
be reversed. Its argument instead is that 
an incompetent, dishonest government 
is incapable of delivering its pledges so 
the levelling-up, net zero and skills 
agendas are just hollow goals. With a 
doctrinaire Brexit and no viable growth 
strategy, Tories must raise taxes to meet 
spending commitments. 

The appeal is clear but it relies on vot-
ers agreeing that the government has 
failed and that Brexit can be better 
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T hirty years ago, Scotland 
had a rapidly growing tech 
industry. It made three in 
10 of Europe’s personal 
computers, and electronics 

accounted for 28 per cent of the nation’s 
exports. But “Silicon Glen” failed to 
expand much beyond manufacturing, 
and growth fizzled out in the 2000s.

Now hopes are rising that Edinburgh 
is finally on the road to becoming a 
world-class self-sustaining global tech 
hub. This time, much of the action is 
focused on applications of artificial 
intelligence, particularly in healthcare 
and financial services.

This specialism builds on the Univer-
sity of Edinburgh’s expertise. It is home 
to Europe’s largest concentration of aca-
demic AI researchers and is preparing to 

open the UK’s biggest supercomputer 
and a huge data centre. The hopes for 
the Scottish capital also reflect the 
maturing fintech and biotech sectors 
and the ability to access the Scottish 
National Health Service’s unusually 
detailed health data.

Rather than relying on fickle multina-
tionals, this time the sector is building 
on start-ups spun out of local universi-
ties and nurtured by local venture capi-
talists. Edinburgh was recently named 
the UK’s top innovation city behind 
London, and its high-growth companies 
drew more than £1.2bn in investment in 
the last decade, according to Beauhurst. 

Although the city’s tech sector is dec-
ades behind more established rivals, it is 
starting to benefit from the kind of vir-
tuous circle that fuelled exponential 
growth in California’s Silicon Valley and 
latterly in Cambridge and Oxford. Peo-
ple involved in early Scottish successes, 
such as Skyscanner, the online travel 
site that sold for £1.4bn in 2016, have 
stuck around to found, advise and fund 
new start-ups. Their experience makes 
it that much easier for the next genera-
tion to attract additional investment.

GHO founder Andrea Ponti says the 
fund was attracted partly by the com-
pany’s location. “You have an educated 
and cost-effective workforce. You can 
get both young people who have been 
trained at the university as well as more 
senior people who are more than happy 
to go back to Edinburgh,” he says. 

Yet the city’s success is by no means 
guaranteed. Even the fiercely enthusias-
tic Scottish government concedes that 
its tech ecosystem is approaching a criti-
cal tipping point rather than being glo-
bally established. 

As with most would-be tech centres, 
Edinburgh is home to lots of entrepre-
neurs and fledgling companies, but the 
numbers fall off sharply with company 
age and size. Some backers argue that 
there is a funding gap for companies 
that need seed money ($5-10mn) or ear-
ly-stage venture capital ($20-25mn). 
Local investors can only support so 
many of them and overseas investors 
often want Scottish partners who can 
check that the enterprise’s dreams are 
grounded in reality.

Most start-ups also lack personnel 
with proven records. “Edinburgh isn’t 

Several recent developments have 
also nudged Edinburgh forward. The 
pandemic has turbocharged interest in 
digital health companies. A glut of ven-
ture capital money in the US has made 
investors there more willing to look 
abroad. And tighter US immigration 
rules, high housing prices and quality-
of-life issues in Silicon Valley have made 
it easier for other tech centres to hang 

on to their own talent and compete 
internationally. More than 53 per cent of 
Edinburgh university students say they 
plan to stay there after graduation, 
more than in any other UK regional city.

In January, Global Healthcare Oppor-
tunities, a private equity group with 
$5bn under management, invested 
more than $100mn in RoslinCT, which 
focuses on advanced cell therapies. 
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O n January 9, a huge parade 
was held in the northwest-
ern Bosnian city of Banja 
Luka. Police and gendar-
merie braved the cold to 

show off their latest equipment. The 
VIP lodge included a diverse group of 
international guests. Top politicians 
from neighbouring Serbia were in 
attendance. Russia’s ambassador to
Bosnia, a Chinese embassy official and 
two rightwing French members of the 
European Parliament were there. Vinko 
Pandurevic, convicted for crimes 
against humanity by a UN-established 
tribunal, was given a prominent seat.   

But the spotlight was captured by 
Milorad Dodik. The 62-year-old Bos-
nian Serb leader and member of the 
country’s tripartite presidency has 
dominated political life for the past 15 
years in this part of Bosnia known as 

Republika Srpska. Now, he is at the cen-
tre of the worst security crisis in the 
country since the war ended in 1995.  

Last July, the outgoing High Repre-
sentative — the top international official 
overseeing the civilian aspects of the 
Dayton peace accords that ended the 
Bosnian war — imposed a genocide 
denial ban. Bosnian Serb officials led by 
Dodik began a boycott of state-level 
institutions rendering them dysfunc-
tional. Last December, Republika Srp-
ska’s assembly convened a special ses-
sion that paved the way for the estab-
lishment of parallel institutions in 
defence, security, taxation and judici-
ary. This amounts to a direct challenge 
to Bosnia’s national institutions and the 
country’s sovereignty.  

As Bosnian Serb politicians undertake 
steps towards secession, Bosniak offi-
cials have vowed to protect the coun-
try’s sovereignty with all available 
means. Not since 1995 has there been 
this level of uncertainty about Bosnia’s 
future.  

The international response has been 
slow. Six months into the crisis, the 
Biden administration finally decided to 

Slovenia’s Janez Janša and Hungary’s 
Viktor Orban. Hungarian officials have 
pledged to block any EU sanctions on 
Dodik.    

This means that major European 
powers — primarily the UK and Ger-
many since the EU does not speak with 
one voice on Bosnia — should lead the 
way. Global Britain’s strategic objectives 
and Germany’s geoeconomic power 
should be harnessed to respond to the 
deteriorating situation.

Sanctions should be imposed on 
Dodik, his top advisers and the leader-
ship of the Republika Srpska assembly 
that held the controversial special ses-
sion last December. Business entities 
linked to Dodik and his regime should 
also be put under sanctions in an 
attempt to cut off the financial life-
line that sustains separatist politics.    

For sanctions to have an impact, five 
steps should be undertaken.   

First, the UK and Germany should 
lead the way in freezing any assets held 
by Dodik and his closest circle of associ-
ates in those countries.   

Second, travel bans should be impo-
sed on separatist politicians and the 

act. In early January, the US imposed 
sanctions on Dodik for undermining the 
Dayton accords.  

A few days later, Dodik held the Banja 
Luka parade in a show of force and defi-
ance. This marked the 30th anniversary 
of the founding of Republika Srpska and 
Dodik did not miss the opportunity to 
snub both the Americans and Bosnia’s 

top court, which had ruled the occasion 
unconstitutional.  

More US sanctions are expected in the 
weeks and months ahead. However, 
they will only be effective against Dodik 
if accompanying European sanctions 
are imposed as well. Europe’s response 
so far has consisted largely of bland 
statements. Meanwhile, Dodik has 
made common cause with illiberal cen-
tral European hardliners, including 
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If Starmer truly believes the next elec-
tion could be 16 months away he is leav-
ing it late to develop his message. One 
ally notes that “the default in this coun-
try is to elect Tory governments. We win 
when we excite people with a better, 
more exciting future.”

Labour’s story must be about more 
than competence and integrity, appeal-
ing as that seems. It must be built 
around the theme that Britain can be 
better, richer and fairer and a leadership 
equipped to face the huge challenges 
ahead. It needs to own Britain’s modern-
isation agenda on climate change, pub-
lic services and so on. Starmer has made 
Labour competitive, but if all that is 
needed is a “better Boris”, the Tories 
have time to find their own alternative. 

If he wants to topple the prime minis-
ter, Starmer’s best route is to craft a story 
Tories fear voters may buy. If Johnson 
survives to fight the next election it will 
be a damning statement on Conservative 
morality. But it may also say a lot about 
how far Labour remains off the pace.
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A s the US economy reo-
pened, the jobs came back 
— but the workers have not. 
At the end of last year there 
were almost 11mn unfilled 

openings, yet the unemployment rate is 
just 3.9 per cent. With labour scarce, 
wages are rising their fastest in decades. 

The disappearing worker is a big fac-
tor in the Federal Reserve’s turn to tight-
ening. As officials debate how much and 
how quickly to restrain credit, I would 
urge caution There’s no mystery to the 
labour shortfall and many of the miss-
ing will return. The Fed must calibrate 
policy to a workforce largely in cyclical, 
not structural, change.

The labour force participation rate is 
1.5 percentage points below its pre-pan-
demic level: a shortfall of roughly 3.5mn 
workers. The robust wage increases of 
the past year have been insufficient to 
pull these workers off the sidelines and 
back into the “pool of available labour”. 

The biggest reason is Covid. Between 
December 29 and January 10, the Census 
Bureau reported a record 8.8mn people 
weren’t working because they were car-
ing for someone with Covid or had symp-
toms themselves. Caretaking responsi-
bilities have disproportionately fallen 
on women and with schools closed and 
employment in day care, nursing and 
residential care facilities down at least 
10 per cent since early 2020, this is likely 
to continue. But in the long term, care 
responsibilities should abate and many 
should return to the labour force.

Participation should also improve as 

households’ financial cushions wear 
thin. Fiscal stimulus injected roughly 
$2.5tn of excess savings into the econ-
omy, but the personal savings rate is 
now lower than before the pandemic. 
According to research from the JPMor-
gan Institute, the lowest-income house-
holds benefited most from stimulus 
measures, but also burnt through them 
fastest. Many voluntarily absent work-
ers will soon seek a pay cheque.

There has also been a sharp rise in 
retirements during the pandemic. The 
economy’s reopening should have 
pulled some back to work but that 
hasn’t happened yet, perhaps because of 
Covid fears and bigger nest eggs thanks 
to soaring equity and housing markets. 
As the virus abates, many of these peo-
ple are young enough to return to work.

Mental health issues are also keeping 
workers on the sidelines. According to 
Mind Share Partners, 50 per cent of 
respondents said they’ve left roles for 
mental health reasons, up from 34 per 
cent in 2019. As the stress of the pan-
demic eases some should be able to 
come back.

Of course, once the pandemic has sub-
sided, long Covid will still be a problem. 
The Brookings Institution estimates 
there are roughly 1mn Americans not 
working at all due to long Covid, and 
around 2mn more who have reduced 
their hours. This amounts to over 1.5mn 
full-time equivalent workers, nearly 15 
per cent of the country’s unfilled jobs. 
We don’t know how many will recover 
and go back to work, or be permanently 
lost to the labour force.

Aside from Covid, a drop in immigra-
tion to the US has limited the number of 
available workers. There are 2mn fewer 
working-age immigrants in the US rela-
tive to the pre-pandemic trend. This has 
been driven mostly by increased restric-
tions on immigration put in place by 
Donald Trump’s administration. That is 
expected to change under Joe Biden.

Finally, the cure for high wages is high 
wages. As incomes rise, particularly for 
lower-paid jobs, that should in turn 
attract more people into the labour 
force. Yet the Fed should take care in 
how much and how quickly it raises 
interest rates. Normally, higher rates 
would result in a rise in unemployment, 
as cooling demand leads companies to 
shed workers. That is not what the post-
Covid economy needs. Workers will 
come back, and that should ease wage 
inflation pressures. 

The writer is a senior fellow at Harvard 
Kennedy School and Chief Economist
at Kroll
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quite there yet, but it’s coming up fast,” 
says Elizabeth Roper, of Epidarex capi-
tal, a transatlantic venture fund. “The 
problem is getting the companies ready 
to be invested in.”

The region suffers from a shortage of 
office and lab space for midsized com-
panies that have outgrown shared loca-
tions but are not big enough to commis-
sion new buildings. High tourist traffic 
mean many commercial buildings have 
been converted into hotels and apart-
ments. The Scottish government is try-
ing to help companies that want to scale 
up, including with funding, advice and 
support. But nationalists’ dreams of 
leaving the UK add uncertainty on what 
would happen to visa rules, backing for 
research and other aid in the longer 
term. Still, some investors think the 
upheaval would be worth it if Scotland 
eventually rejoined the EU.

Cute wordplay involving “Silicon” and 
a local feature does not guarantee tech 
success, as Edinburgh knows well. Its 
older and wiser entrepreneurs have to 
hope the second time round is a charm.
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Europe must act to save the peace settlement in Bosnia

business elite linked to their policies.
Third, the UK and Germany should 

also impose these sanctions on a dozen 
or so politicians from all ethnic groups 
who engage in corrupt practices. 

Fourth, the British and German aid 
agencies should make it clear that they 
would put on hold any development 
assistance projects in Republika Srpska 
until there is a change in behaviour.   

Fifth, the major European powers 
should convey a direct message to Ser-
bia’s president, Aleksandar Vucic — 
whose influence over Dodik is consider-
able — that secession in Bosnia will not 
be tolerated. 

If applied in tandem with US sanc-
tions, European measures would 
impose a higher cost on separatist politi-
cians, altering their calculations. British 
and German leadership would be likely 
to be followed by other European coun-
tries. Peace in Bosnia now rests on the 
willingness of American and European 
officials to work together to safeguard 
postwar state-building in the Balkans.

The writer is an associate professor at the 
University of Sarajevo
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